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ABSTRACT

We present a mobility-prediction and energy optimization solution for multi-channel
multi-interface (MCMI) ad hoc networks in the presence of location errors. This solu-
tion includes routing of the MCMI communication links that adapt to dynamic chan-
nel, traffic conditions, interference and mobility of nodes. We start first with imple-
menting a novel cross-layer routing solution in order to share information between
network and MAC layer, the benefit of this technique is to collect information about
the channel quality and residual energy of the nodes and send them directly to the
network layer. Next, we present a mobility-prediction model using Kalman filter to
predict accurate locations and enhance routing performance, through estimating link
duration and selecting reliable routes. The performance of proposed mechanism is
measured using NS2.35 simulations with different scenarios and varying load in a net-
work. Comparative analysis of simulation results shows better performance of our
protocol (ME-MCMI AODV) in terms of reducing end-to-end delay, total dropped
packets and increasing network lifetime and packet delivery ratio (PDR).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless network works under two modes, infrastructure and the other without the aid of centralized

administration. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) does not have a fixed topology and include a set of wireless
mobile nodes which transfer data dynamically among themselves. Unlike VANET networks where we can
control traffic by reducing the speed of movement of vehicles either by the driver or by utilizing mechanisms
like the ones described in the papers [1, 2] which the authors proposed a new approach to estimate, track, and
control users moving above speed limits in LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) networks. To reach these objectives they
use mapping of the uplink CQI index of the UE since the CQI range can provide an indication to the system
regarding the movement and the speed of the UE. However, MANET networks do not have this specificity
because nodes can move freely in space.

The main objective of mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) is to extend the concepts of mobility to
enable access to information and communication “anywhere and anytime” using routing protocols as ad-hoc
on-demand distance vector (AODV) [3], dynamic source routing (DSR) [4], destination sequenced distance-
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vector (DSDV) [5], and optimized link state routing (OLSR) [6] and temporally ordered routing algorithm
(TORA) [7] to transfer data. So, it is important to increase network lifetime by minimizing the control packets,
because the mobile nodes are powered by independent power sources such as batteries or other consumable
ones. In addition, since nodes have limited battery power and move frequently in the network, the links between
them are frequently broken and causes a loss of data packets. Therefore, the node should send only necessary
packets and select the path with lower link failure based on the localization of neighboring nodes to save its
energy resource. However, dynamic topology of MANET makes it harder to determine the location of nodes
in real time. Hence, our proposed method uses a mobility prediction to measure the link duration time, which
can reduce overhead messages and improve routing performance.

Most of the existing researches mainly concentrate on the influence of node mobility on link reliability,
they have ignored the residual energy of nodes in their methods and instead of working on multi-channel multi-
interface, they adapt their mechanisms to use single interface single channel (SISC) environment. In this paper,
energy and mobility are introduced as a new routing metric to select links in terms of reliability in a multi-
channel multi-interface ad hoc networks. Firstly, the node in our approach uses mobility to predict the link
duration time. Then, it combines this duration with the residual energy to find a stable route that has a long
lifetime. Finally, it searches a good mapping between channels and interfaces to send data to destination nodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work and discuss
some details about Mobility-prediction and energy optimization in MANET. Section 3 describes functional
details of the proposed ME-MCMI AODV to improve the AODV protocol. Section 4 presents the experimental
modeling and results of our proposed protocol using network simulator NS2. Finally, conclusions and some
plans for future development in this field are given in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
In literature, a lot of research has been done to improve the performance of mobile Ad hoc networks.

These searches seek to find routes satisfying certain constraints. Some have used probabilistic approaches to
limit the number of routing packets while others have used queue length, bandwidth, mobility, energy and hop
count that separates the source and the destination. Rare researchers who have taken into account the location
errors in their models. In [8], the authors implemented a mobility-assisted using AODV protocol and taking
into consideration location errors. To that end, they implement Kalman filter to predict accurate locations and
take for granted level confidence in discovering routes to choose the best route.

The authors in [9] proposed two extensions of AODV protocol [3] to find routes based on residual
energy and hop-count, the first uses Floyd Warshall and the other Bellman-Ford algorithm. These protocols
implemented in the network in which, each node equipped with a multiple network interface [10] to overcome
the problems of SISC. Their idea is to add a novel cross-layer routing solution which allows communication
between physical and network layers. The authors of [11] have developed two topologies namely chain and
grid, in which they further worked on directional and Omni-directional antenna. After simulation, the results
show that directional antenna is more efficient in enhancing the spatial diversity and reducing collisions. In
an another work [12], the authors developed two extension of AODV protocol, the first is AODVEA proto-
col, which incorporates local forwarding decision based on max min energy of nodes in order to increase the
lifetime of the network. The second (AODVM) combines the same local forwarding decision parameters used
in AODVEA protocol and shortest distance. Instead of using hop count as a parameter to calculate the best
routes from source to destination, the authors of [13-15] utilize the energy and power level of the nodes. Simu-
lations have shown that these improvements give better results compared to other algorithms in the same field
of research. In [16] received signal strength from the (MAC) layer is used to estimate the stability of the radio
connection. Their objective is to select the stable route to avoid paths which have a higher probability to be
broken. The authors propose another solution to improve Quality Of Service by incorporating residual energies
of source and destination nodes to calculate available link bandwidth.

A recent study [17] proposed a method to frame up a stable link network using a temporal data analysis
model. In this model, the authors analyzed the mobility, position of neighbor nodes and used the statistical
model auto regressive moving average (ARMA) to predict the stable neighbors of each node in a future time
frame. They applied a Biogeographic-based optimization (BBO) technique to estimate relevant parameters in
the ideal path from source to destination nodes. According to them, this optimal link offers a stable and reliable
connection for the remaining lifetime of the data transfer in the network.
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A dynamic power ad hoc on-demand distance vector (DP-AODV) protocol which is an improvement
of the existing AODV routing protocol was applied in [18]. In this extension, the authors modified the packets
headers in the routing layer to include the distance information of the destination and neighbors count. They
also modified hello packets of AODV to carry the “x-y position” coordinate field information in order to obtain
the exact location of a node, which used by the routing protocol to determine the route. At the wireless physi-
cal layer, the algorithm selects the power required to keep the connectivity among the nodes and consequently
reduce the overall power. The authors of [19] use a routing conditioned upon the achievement of many require-
ments. Among these, is the intermediate UAV able to respond with a throughput requested by the source UAV?
Does the speed not exceed a predefined threshold? Simulation results show that their protocol (MDRMA) gives
better results in terms of speed of establishment and stability of routes.

In [20], the authors proposed improvements of ad hoc on demand distance vector. These improvements
take into account a metric based on energy consumption during route discovery in order to decrease load of
control packets and increase both the network lifetime and packet delivery ratio. They did the simulation in an
environment close to reality by using the Gilbert-Elliot model. To reduce the route-establishment overhead in
AODV, the authors of [21, 22] attempt to minimize the number of intermediate nodes that participate in the route
discovery process. This is achieved by reducing the number of route request (RREQ) depending on the length
queue and energy of nodes or count of RREQ (nodes stop transfer the requests if the count of RREQ exceeds
a threshold). Additionally, [23] presented two techniques for computing the link availability and decreasing
the broadcast of RREQ packets. In the first technique, the link availability ratio (LAR) for all neighboring
links is calculated using the present position of the neighbor and its angular sector in the transmission range.
In the second technique, the transmission range of each node is divided into the outer, inner and middle zone.
So, based on the received signal strength and two predefined thresholds only the nodes in the middle zone
participate in the route discovery process.

The Multi-path routing allows data to be sent over a set of paths leading from source to destination.
This is why other authors choose to work on this component [24-26] so as to limit the problem of road disruption
and distribute the traffic between source as well as destination. In summary, the techniques used to decrease
the dropped packets, end-to-end delay and increase the network lifetime and packet delivery ratio (PDR) in
ad hoc networks focused only on one performance parameter or based on a single-interface single-channel
environment, and in order to build a better routing protocol, we must satisfy all quality services. This is what
we tried to implement in this paper.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH AND FUNCTIONAL DETAILS
In this section, we present our model to improve AODV protocol by using link duration time and

residual energy as a metric of routing in multi-channel multi-interface communications in mobile Ad Hoc
networks.

3.1. Cross-layer
To take benefit of information about the channel quality and residual energy of the nodes, we de-

veloped a cross-layer to share this information between network, MAC and physic layer. Although several
methods using single channel single interface schemes tried to achieve a high quality of service scheme, most
of them, if not all, were not successful due to intra-flow interference and inter-flow interference. So, in our work
we used the multichannel environment to solve these problems and providing a more reliable MAC protocol
for the users.

In MANET, channels are separated in frequency, so to use the different channels offered by the ad hoc
network we need to develop a channel assignment approaches which allow coordination between nodes [27].
These approaches classified into three categories: Static, dynamic and hybrid channel assignment. In this work,
we focus on hybrid channel strategy to benefit from the advantages of static and dynamic assignment. In this
strategy, each node has a multiple interface, only one is designed to be fixed and the others become switchable.
When a source node needs to communicate with a destination, it will switch its switchable interface to the same
channel as pointed by fixed interface of the target node.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of communication between nodes when using “fixed” and “switchable
interfaces”. Assuming that node X has a data to be sent to node Y. The fixed interfaces of nodes X and Y are
assigning to channels 3 and 1 respectively. To ensure this communication, the switchable interface of node
X is assigning to channel 1, before transmitting the packet, because channel 1 is the fixed channel of node Y.
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So, node Y can receive the packet since its fixed interface is listening to channel 1. In the replay step, node Y
switches its switchable interface to channel 3 and send a replay request, which is received by node X using its
fixed interface on channel 3.
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Figure 1. Communication between two nodes using fixed and switchable interfaces

3.2. Residual energy
The nodes consume the energy during transmission and reception activities. Therefore, energy is one

of the actual considerable constrained in MANET. When a node participates in route establishment in many
times, it may run off its power in later stages resulting in the breakdown of the link. So, our approach is energy
aware reactive protocol which considers the nodes residual energy to select path to the destination, by applying
this method, nodes can select paths with maximum lifetime, thus achieving considerable energy savings.

To attain this objective, we modified the route discovery process to select the path that consists of
nodes with higher remaining energy. In this method, when a RREQ message is transmitted in the network, not
every node, which receives the message, will diffuse it. If the residual energy of intermediate node is lower
than a predefined threshold value, the RREQ is dropped, otherwise, the message is forwarded Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Route discovery process in ME-MCMI AODV

3.3. Location correction
In reality, the location measurement tools do not give the exact location of the nodes. So, to give

credibility to our approach, we have introduced a model that takes into account the presence of location errors.
The measurement error (also called Observational Error) is the difference between a measured quantity and its
true value.
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In our model, we used the Kalman filter to estimate the internal state location of nodes in the network.
Each node runs a Kalman filter predictor, which is employed to predict the node’s own position (x, y) and
velocity (vx, vy). The position vector at moment t is measured by:

Xt = [x (t) , y (t) , vx (t) , vy (t)]
T (1)

To find the best estimate of the current state in regular intervals, we apply the time and measurement
update mechanisms of Kalman filter as shown in (2) and (7). The steps involved in state estimation of our
system are described as follows:

− Time update (Prediction)

Location Prediction : X
′

t = AXt−1 +Wt (2)

Error Covariance : P
′

t = APt−1A
T +Qt (3)

− Measurement update (Correct)

Measurement of state : Yt = CX
′

t (4)

Kalman Gain : K = P
′

kH
/(
HP

′

tH
T +R

)
(5)

Update Prediction Measurement : Xt = X
′

t +K
(
Yt −HX

′

t

)
(6)

Update Error Covariance : Pt = (I −KH)P
′

t (7)

In above equations:
A : the state transition matrix;
Q : the noise covariance matrix;
H : the observation matrix;
R : the noise covariance matrix of the observation.
Yt: the observation vector achieved from the current node, namely, the node’s current position.

The figure as shown in Figure 3 the general flow and overview of our system model.
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Figure 3. Overview of our system model
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3.4. Predicting link expiration time
We shall ensure that the selected route will be the stable one by calculating its link expiration time.

Only if this time is greater than the predefined threshold value, then that node will take part in route discovery.
The link expiration time is calculated at each hop of the route and taking into consideration the mobility of the
nodes involved in a network. So, the node computes the link duration time, after reception the RREQ, between
itself and the sender which implies the predicted lifetime of the link using the real location calculated in the
previous section as shown in (6) instead of the measured location information. Let us assume two nodes i and
j are within the transmission range r of each other. Let:

− (xi, yi): The coordinate of node i.

− (xj , yj): The coordinate of node j.

− Vi and Vj be the speeds of nodes i and j respectively.

− θi and θj (0 <= θi, θj < 2π) be the moving directions of nodes i and j respectively.

So, the link expiration time (length of the longest time interval during which the two nodes are within
the transmission range of each other) Dt, of the link between the two nodes, as defined in [28], is given as
shown in (8) :

Dt =
−(ab+ cd) +

√
(a2 + c2)r2 − (ad− bc)

2

a2 + c2
(8)

Where : a = υi cos θi − υj cos θj

b = Xi −Xj

c = υisinθi − υj sin θj

d = Yi − Yj

If the Link Expiration Time value is smaller than the Link Duration Time in the modified RREQ, the
receiving node replaces the Link Duration Time value by the new one. In case the receiver is not the destination
of the RREQ, the node broadcasts it to other nodes.

4. EXPERIMENTAL MODELING, ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1. Experimental modeling
4.1.1. Simulation model

In this paper, the simulation of our proposed protocol (ME-MCMI AODV), AODV and AODV [8] is
done by using network simulator (NS-2) software due to its availability. NS-2 is a discrete event Simulator
written in C++ and OTCL, C++ for data per event packets and OTCL are used for periodic and triggered event.
NS-2 includes a network animator called Nam Animator, which provides visual view of simulation. AWK
scripts are used to analyze output of TCL and get the network performance.

4.1.2. Model parameters
In these simulations, we used a wireless network, which is a 1km x 1km simulation environment. We

employed MAC 802.11 protocol, with node transmission range of 250m.The constant bit rate (CBR) traffic
under the user datagram protocol (UDP) is used to accurately compare different routing protocols with a send-
ing rate of 4 packets per second, 512 bytes of packet size and simulation time of 600s. The random waypoint
mobility (RWP) [29] model is used as a mobility model with randomly selected speed between 1 m/s and 20
m/s. The performances of protocols are evaluated by varying both the network size (number of nodes) and the
pause time. We consider 10 random simulation runs and the performance of the considered factor is the average
of these outputs. The parameter settings are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. The parameter settings of our simulation
Parameter Values
Network simulator NS-2.35
Simulation area 1 km x 1 km
Number of mobile nodes 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 150
Simulation time (s) 600
Mobility model Random way point
Pause time (s) 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 150
Packet generation rate 4 packets/s
Packet size (bytes) 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200
Transmission range (m) 250
Number of interfaces 2, 3, 4

4.2. Results and discussion
4.3. Choosing the number of interfaces

In our model, devices can communicate by means of multiple interfaces. So, we have to choice the
optimal number of interfaces to implement in physical layer. The Table 2 shows the results of our simulation
study in multi-channel multi-interface environment. From the table we can notice that beyond two interfaces
the performance of our protocol decreases. This is due to several factors such as RF interference, antenna cor-
relation. In addition, each antenna in the MIMO system needs a radio-frequency (RF) unit, so the battery gets
drain faster due to processing of complex and computationally intensive signal processing algorithms.That’s
why we opted to use only two interfaces per node in the rest of our contribution.

Table 2. Performance analysis vs number of interfaces
Number of interface PDR % End to end delay Total Dropped Packets Lifetime

2 96.9411 338.87 364 105.949859
3 94.19 345.66 387 109.243
4 93.45 376.634 392 111.324

4.3.1. Packet delivery ratio
Packet delivery ratio (PDR) is calculated by dividing the number of packets received by the CBR sink

at the final destination by the number of packets originated by the “application layer” CBR sources. The PDR
needs to be high for effective performance of routing. Figure 4 shows delivery ratio of the data packets of
ME-MCMI AODV, AODV and AODV [3] in terms of variation of number of nodes, pause time and packet
size. We observed that the protocols have higher PDR when the nodes move at low speeds. When the speed
increases, routing protocols suffer a decrease in PDR. This is normal because higher speeds of nodes make
routes unstable which leads to an increase of loss data.

We notice also that our proposed protocol shows higher values regardless of variation of parameters
(node density, pause time and packet size) as compared to AODV and AODV [8], because proposed protocol
select the nodes which have sufficient energy and high link duration time. This mechanism reduces the chances
of route failure especially in case of high mobility (low pause time), which result in improving the packet de-
livery efficiency.
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Figure 4. Packet Delivery Ratio by changing the: (a) number of nodes, (b) pause time and (c) packet size
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4.3.2. Total dropped packets
The Total Dropped Packets is the number of packets that is not received by the destination. The pack-

ets may be lost due to many factors such as transmission errors and congestion. This loss may take place at both,
network and MAC layer. The result of these factors is related with the host mobility, number of connections,
traffic load and packet size. From Figure 5, the variation in number of mobile nodes, pause time and packet
size depicts that the AODV and AODV [8] have more dropped packets than ME-MCMI AODV. The number
of nodes in the network, pause time and packet size will affect the requirement of route discovery between
different pairs in the network. So, it can be seen from this figure that the number of dropped packets increases
when the pause time decreases and packet size increases, because higher mobility leads to more broken links
and higher packet size makes the chances of loss very significant due to collisions and interface overflows. In
our approach, the paths of the high residual energy and link duration time are selected, so the route will not
broke quickly, thus it reduces the number of dropped packets.
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Figure 5. Total Dropped Packets by changing the: (a) number of nodes, (b) pause time and (c) packet size

4.3.3. End to end delay
The end to end delay is the ratio of time difference between numbers of packet send and received

over the total time require to reach the destination. It is a significant parameter for evaluating a protocol, the
more delay is reduced, the performance of network gives better output. Figure 6 shows end to end delay for
number of nodes from 10 to 150, pause time from 10s to 150s and packet size from 700 to 1200 bytes. From
this figure, we notice that this parameter is decreased as the packet size, density of the network and mobility of
nodes increased. Firstly because the probability of success in accessing the medium decreased when a greater
number of nodes contend for access to the channel in stable network, but also because a larger packet needs
more time to reach destination than smaller packets due to more packet drops and packet retransmissions are
needed. We observe also that the average end to end delay of ME-MCMI AODV is smaller than both AODV
and AODV [8] in all simulation scenarios (number of nodes, pause time and packet size). The reason is that our
protocol reduce the traffic load by selecting the stable paths and this reduces queuing and propagation delays.
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Figure 6. End to end delay by changing the: (a) number of nodes, (b) pause time and (c) packet size

4.3.4. Lifetime
From Figure 7, the results show that the network lifetime increases as the node density or pause time

increases. Because if the number of nodes in the network is too small, feasible routes between sources and
destinations may not exist in this network, so larger overhead messages need to keep and discover routes,
which lead to high consumption of energy. For the third parameter, we observe that as packets size increases,
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more energy will be required to transmit data packets from one end to the other, hence reducing the lifetime
of the network nodes and the overall lifetime of the network. The results reveal that our modified algorithm
outperforms both AODV and AODV [8] by achieving long duration of time for the first node witch exhausts its
energy on the network. The improvement in network lifetime is due to the fact that ME-MCMI AODV prevents
small residual energy nodes to be a relay node or selects a path that has long duration time than shorter path
between source and destination.
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Figure 7. Lifetime by changing the: (a) number of nodes, (b) pause time and (c) packet size

4.3.5. Reason behind the result
As mentioned before, the results demonstrate that the ME-MCMI AODV generates better performance

results as compared with a basic AODV and AODV [8]. The improved performance of ME-MCMI AODV
compared to the two others protocols can be attributed to several design factors. One of the major factors is
the incorporation of the enhanced RREQ mechanism, which lowers the rate of problems in our approach. In
ME-MCMI AODV, the route created between any pair of nodes consists only of nodes whose energy level is
higher than the threshold, so our protocol ensures a more stable link, without unnecessary link breakages, and
as a result more successful packet delivery to destination nodes. Consequently, ME-MCMI AODV sends out
less number of control packets that can reduce the overhead and increase lifetime of the network.

5. CONCLUSION
The stability of the route and lifetime of the network are considered as challenging tasks in MANET.

This paper proposed a multi-channel multi-interface on-demand routing algorithm (ME-MCMI AODV) with a
mobility prediction that takes into account the location errors and residual energy of nodes. Via simulations,
our proposed algorithm shows significant performance improvements in terms of packet delivery ratio, total
dropped packets, end-to-end delay and network lifetime compared with other protocols in the field, especially
in a network with more connections, high mobility of nodes and large packet size. Because ME-MCMI AODV
protocol select the nodes which have sufficient energy and high link duration time so the route will not broke
quickly. Taking for granted the benefit of the solution proposed in this paper, in the future work we will try
to expand the solution by proposing a model that will take into account other parameters in the process of
establishing routes between source and destination nodes such as channel queue length, signal to noise ratio
and varying parameters of simulations (adding some results versus the maximum speed in mobility model,
generation and rate.
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